
 

 

Learning to fly. 
 
So you've been dreaming of becoming a pilot? Well, until just a few weeks ago, so had I. 
 
I came across an aircraft that suited my requirements and at a price I simply could not refuse. The 
decision was made to stop dreaming, to start doing and I purchased it. 
 
So now what? I’m not a pilot! Well not yet!  
 
So many flying schools, so many different instructors and a few differences in pricing. How would I 
decide? 
 
Well, fortunately for me, I have a background in aviation from my father who is a Recreational Pilot, 
some (well many) years flying Remote Controlled Aircraft and nearly 12 years in the Air Force. This 
gave me at least a little insight when making my decision. 
 
Firstly, I was hoping to learn on an aircraft that was as close to the one I had just purchased. As all 
aircraft are different, I wanted the minimum number of surprises when becoming familiar with my 
own. Next, I was hoping to be able to fly as often as possible. Not just because I had an aircraft 
and was itching to fly it, but flying often, as with learning any new motor skill, would aid in retaining 
and reinforcing what I was being taught and also save me the cost of having to refresh last week’s 
or last month’s lesson. 
 
After spending some time online and having a chat with a few of the local flying club members, I 
came across Freedom Flight, in Georgetown, Tasmania. 
 
Not only did the school use the same model of aircraft that I had just purchased, but they also had 
accomodation just a few minutes from the airport in which I could stay whilst I was there as a full 
time student. 
 
Yes, I did just say FULL TIME STUDENT. 
 
Many of you may not have considered this option with regards to the training of a RAAus pilot, but 
after my experience, I could not recommend a better way to get started in the world of aviation. 
 
I joined RAAus as a student pilot on the 14th Apr 2016 and flew from the mainland to Tasmania on 
the 16th. I began flying lessons on the 17th and went solo on the 22nd.  That's right solo in 6 days. 



 

 

 
(Picture: The hand-shake off congratulations from Eugene Reid, my instructor, after my first solo.) 
Flying two to three lessons per day (mostly three) and studying for exams in between made the 
learning process streamlined. Having the bonus of being away from normal day-to-day life made 
focusing on flying my only priority for that period of time. 
 
As most working folk work eight hours a day, by comparison, a full-time student flies for three and 
studies for three. It is not really a lot to ask of oneself especially considering the amount of fun one 
is having whilst learning. 
 
Eugene, to my liking, emphasised the importance of safety: from the all-important weather forecast, 
the pre-flight inspections, right through to the actual flying itself. I was taught how to fly in great 
weather but we also tackled a few not-so-perfect days which was great for my confidence in my 

new-found skills. 
 
 
(Picture: Learning to land and take off safely from a narrow, grass field.) 
 
I do understand that being a full-time student may not be an option for everyone reading this. 
However, if it is at all possible, I could not recommend it more. 
 
Along with the flying and studying, being a full-time student meant I was around aviation and its 
characters every day. With my background as an Aircraft Maintenance Engineer, I was able to 
assist in the diagnosis of a small electrical issue on one gentleman's aircraft and in return we were 
offered lunch. 



 

 

 

 
 
(Picture: Lunch in the hanger after locating an electrical gremlin.) 
 
The lessons and the steep learning curve, along with much practice, continued up until my flight 
test on the 2nd of May. I passed and finally joined the ranks of recreational pilots. 
  
Now that works out to be just 16 days. However, if you disregard the two days I couldn't fly due to 
bad weather, it was actually only 14. 
 
Since returning home I have been able to continue flying with confidence, feeling quite safe whilst 
picking the better than average days to get airborne. I did the wise thing and took a local instructor 
with me on my first flight in my own aircraft, not only to have an experienced pilot handy if required, 
but more so to show me around my new home airfield, the new training area and to point out any of 



 

 

the neighbours I need to avoid to help keep the piece between the airfield and the locals. (Cheers, 
Anthony from Lethbridge.) 

 
I've even managed to take my son, my dad and my mum for a fly. 
 
 
 
(Picture: Checking the oil level as part of my pre-flight just before taking mum for a fly.) 
 
At the time of writing, it's about a month since my first flying lesson and two weeks since my flight 
test. I now have just over 40 hours in my log book and have booked in with Eugene at Freedom 
Flight to return next week to take the next step and learn how to navigate cross-country. 
 
Article by Curtis Oliver. 
 
 


